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Libro di testo: 
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Argomenti svolti:

Essentials:

Dialogue and all the exercises

A:Talking about names

B:Talking about age and addresses

C:Talking about nationality (1)

D:Talking about nationality (2)

E:Talking about jobs

F:Talking about the classroom

G: Saying where things are

H:Saying how you feel

Unit 1:

Dialogue and all the exercises

·Present Simple: verb Be ( all forms); Parts of a hauseanf forniture (1)

·Present Simple: Verb Have got; Personal possessions

·Some/Any; Dates and festivals

Unit 2:

Dialogue and all the exercises

Present Simple: Verb Have got ( all forms); The family



Possessive case ( and Plural nouns); Phisical description: Looks, height, build, hair, eyes

Possessive adjectives ( Plural )

Adjective order

Unit 3:

Dialogue and all the exercises

Present Simple 2 Like + ·ing; Type of music

Which?/ What?; Sport and free-time activities

Object pronouns

So do l.., Neither do I.., Oh, I do, Oh, I don’t

Unit 4:

Dialogue and all the exercises

Present Simple (all forms); Daily activities

Expressions with have ( have lunch); Day of the week

The time; Jobs in the house

Prepositions of timei at, on, in; Part-time jobs

Adverbs and expressions of frequency

Unit 5:

Dialogue and all the exercises

Present continuous ( all forms)activities; Activities

Present Continuous (future); Personal life scool

Present Continuous v Present Simple

Time expressions ( at the moment, these days, this week/month/year".)

Unit 6:

Dialogue and all the exercises

Countab1e and Uncountable nouns; Food, drink and diet

How much?/How many?; Quantities

There is/ There are; Cardinal numbers

Expressions of quantity ( some, any, a little, a few, little, few, (too) much, many, a lot



of/lots of, not enough)

Unit 7:

Dialogue and all the exercises

Would like (to ), want (to), Would like v Like; Meals in the UK

Let’s .... /Shall we ..... ?; Abilities

What about?/How about + .... ·ing; British/American english

Would prefer to, would rather

Modal verb2 Can (ability)

Unit 8:

Dialogue and all the exercises

Past Simple? verb Be ( all forms); Places land v borrow

Past Simple: regular and irregular verbs ( all forms )

Past time expressionsi ( last night, yesterday, ..... ago)

Can /Could/mayi permission and requests.

Summary : Madame Tussauds

Summary fairy tales : beauty and the beast

Summary : the water cycle
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